
Flexible eCommerce fulfillment by connecting 
online shop, stores and warehouses

Global eCommerce revenues have again increased by around 20 % in 2021 – the winners are primarily 
shops for goods of daily use and the furniture, consumer electronics, fashion and leisure & hobby 
industries. However, retailers of all industries are forced to establish a hybrid business model in order 
to remain profitable and competitive. 

The key to success: an intelligent fulfillment network with stores as decentralized ship-
ping warehouses (micro hubs) and in-store pick-up stations for processing online orders.

DOMS

No what if – this is the future!

·  Smart returns management: Using specific routing 
rules of the DOMS also returns can be sent auto-
matically back to the warehouse or store where they 
have the greatest benefit in terms of e. g. capacity 
utilization and / or process costs.

·  Automated replenishment: Based on inventory data, 
the replenishment of products is intelligently planned 
and controlled via the DOMS. In this way, stocks are 
automatically distributed and reordered in the most 
efficient way.

In an intelligent fulfillment network online shop, stores and warehouses are connected using smart logics. 
Warehouses and customer touchpoints communicate autonomously with each other via the Distributed Order 
Management System (DOMS) and automatically determine the ideal fulfillment location for processing an 
order based on routing rules defined by the retailer.

DOMS



With fulfillmenttools

·  you always find the ideal fulfillment location for online orders 
and select the shipping method and service provider according 
to your needs based on freely definable criteria

·  you integrate the fulfillment software quickly and easily into 
your existing IT landscape

·  you benefit from the greatest possible flexibility and scalability

Your benefits

Higher service level
·  Shorter provisioning time (shipment 

or collection) of the order
·  Wider product range and higher 

product availability
·  Improved flexibility through various 

delivery and pick-up models

Increased profitability 
·  Optimal use of resources
·  Reduced shipping costs
·  Higher cross- and up-selling potential

Operational efficiency 
·  Connected systems and simple applica-

tions for efficient workflows
·  Customizable systems
·  Intuitive user interface

hello@fulfillmenttools.com
fulfillmenttools.com

Become an eCommerce champion and use intelligent 
fulfillment networks as a booster to exploit growth 
potentials. Contact us and arrange for a consultation

mailto:hello@fulfillmenttools.com
https://fulfillmenttools.com/en/

